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"These Are the Best of Times"
Campus Events Are
Better Than Ever
******************************************************
These are the best of times.
Midnight Munchout at Tilly, 12:00 noon, .enjoy any one of the events
There's plenty to do this weekend
on campus, starting Thursday night
at 8:00,p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. ''The Memphis Rockability Band" will start off Homecoming
Weeke.nd with a Kickoff Party,
($3.00, 20 or over), sponsored by
the class of '82.
On Friday, after your classes,
come to the Pep Rally at 4:00 p.m.
All students, faculty, staff and
administrators are invited to the
Rally, behind the Student Union
Building, to witness the crowning of
the Homecoming Queen by President Adrian Rondileau. At 7:00
p.m., the Alumni Swim Meet will
be held at the Kelly Gym Pool. A
Dance ($3.00), sponsored by the
S.U.P.C., will be heldat8:00 p.m. in
the S.U. Ballroom, featuring the
band "Together". Finally, to really
wrap up Friday night, don't miss the

a.m.
The big day starts early on Saturday, 9:00 a.m., with the B.A.I.R.S.
3.4-mile Road Race ($2.00), open
to all students, faculty, and alumni.
This is sure to be an interesting and
exciting event. At 10:30 a.m., the
Scott and Pope Hall Alumni
Brunch will be held at Scott Hall.
At 11:00 a.m., Coffee and Doughnuts will be served at the Catholic
Center··everyone is invited! The
Float Judging begins at 11:30a.m.
at the Quadrangle. At 12:30 p.m., all
floats will Parade to Swenson Field,
accompanied by the Somerville
Cavaliers Drum & Bugle Corps. A
cash prize will be awarded to the
best float in the parade. The Football Game starts at 1~30 p. m.,
Bridgewater State vs. Curry College. ·Go Bears!.
After the excitement of the after·

planned for Saturday evening on
campus. They all start at 8:00 p.m. ·
The Oktoberfest ($2.00, 20 or
over), sponsored by the Alumni
Association, will be held in the Ballroom, featuring "The Paul Wayne
Revue." Irish Night ($2·.oo, 20 or
over) sponsored by the SGA, will be
held in Tilly, featuring"Trinity." The
Rathskellar Dance ($3.00, 20 or
over) sponsored by the S.U.P.C.,
will be held in the Rat, featuring
"Dancing With Henry". The non·
alcohol offering for the night is the
Commuter Cafe Dance ($1.00 in
advance, $1.50 at the door) spon·
sored by the Classes of '84 and '85,
in the Commuter Cafe. Arran~e to
pick up yourticketsaheadoftimeas
most tickets will not be sold at the
door.

*HOME*C*Qi\:fiNG**~S*i****

******************************************************

Old Coloriy Fires
Comment Staffer
After Critical Article
Appears in Comment
by Tom Gregg
menr and demanded to know how
Richard Lussier, a B.S.C. student an employee could have such a low
and Comment News Editor lost his opinion of management. Mr. Quin·
job pumping Old· Colony gas after lan then told him· that he was to be
an article he wrote that was critical terminated because of his poor
of the company was printed in thls ·attitude.
paper.
Quinlan, contacted by phone on
The article entitled "The Life and October 21st, had .a different verTimes of an Employee at Old Col- sion of the story. He denied that he
ony Gas," appeared in the October had gone to Station 24 for the
8th issue of The Comment. Lussier express purpose of firing Lussier.
was fired on October 20th. He had He said that the station's sales
been employed at Old Colony Sta- volume had been on the decline, and
tion 24 on route 123 in Attleboro.
that he usually dealt with suchprob·
According to Lussier, he was fired !ems by making a personal visit. He
on the afternoon ofthe 20th by aMr. claimed .that he had not read the
Quinlan, Chief Executive Officer of Lussier article, though he did say
the Old Colony operation, who that he had heard of it. "I met him at
i:;ame down from the company's that time," said Quinlan, referring to
Quincy. he~adquarters for that Lussier, "and didn't like him. His
express purpose. Lussier had ear- . attitude toward the company was
lier been .told by his immediate poor."
supervisor, the manager of the staWhen asked if he had evaluated
tion, that he was to be terminated by Lu-ssier' s job performance as apart
order
the company CEO. The of the tem1ination process, Quinlan
reason, Lussier said, was that some said that he had not. He said that
$3QO had been· stolen from the sta· the firing. had been "a spur of the
tion's receipts through the use of moment thing."· Lussier denies this
forged credit card slips.
and stands by his story. "I was fired
Lussier denies the charge and because I refused to give up my first
claims that the company, when amendment rights when I became
asked to present evidence, declined an employee of Old Colony. I critic·
to do so. Mr. Quinlan then asked ized company. personnel practices
him abouthis article in The Co111- , ai:; beipg, both _unjust and ultimately

of

unprofitable for the company. A
happy workforce is a productive
one. Old Colony has the worst time_
holping onto its help because they
are treated so poorly. I intend to file
all the appropriate complaints with
the·Division of.Employment Security. I will also aJlege that my first
amendment rights were violated.
Student G ovemment legal counsel
have been apprised of the situation
and will closely monitor developments. This could turn out to be an
important test case. I don't want my
job back, but I do want to see the
routine oppression of low-paid
workers end. This will only happen
when the government requires due
process hearings and establishes
the rights of workers in the workplace in a more definitive manner
than has been done up to now. As it
is, many people are expected to
leave their rights, .intelligence and
dignity home when the show up tq
work for these private little fascist
dictatorships known as coroora~
tions." Asked to comment on the
matter, The Comment's'Editor-in·
chief, Richard H. Pickering said:
nwe stand behind our staff membe1

and the article he wrote."

Game

vs.

Curry
BRIDGEWATER--The Bridgewater
State <;:ollege Football team will
oppose the Curry College "Colon·
els" Saturday at Swenson Field at
1:30 pm in a Homecoming Contest.
Curry has a 2-3 record and won a
big game this past Saturday with a
10-0 win against Western New Eng·
land College. The "Colonels" have
an outstanding running back in
Mike Higgins and a fine offensive
tackle in Dave Moore. Defensively
the "c61onels" are Jed by linebacker
Phil Nickerson.
The "Bears" coaching Staff
praised the fine performance of
Kicker Larry Burnham with thrP.P

field goals and three extra points.
Mike Knight had a good game in the
punting departme.1t. Mark bullock
broke away for a 61 yard touchdown
run. Offensive lineman Gary Acker·
man, Mike Halpin and Steve Prew
excelled. Defensive back Mitch
Degere has two key interceptions.
Defensive end Jim Hackey was
praised for his work on the special
teams.
Saturdays contest will be another
battle between two traditional rivals
and the Bridgewater State NBearsH
should be up for the big game before
a large Homecoming crowd.

Cheering
the Bears

center, front: Cheryl Tripp, Captain; first row, kneeling, frotn left: Debra
Monro, Maria Tobin, Celia Wicker, Kathy Russell, Laurie Fontes, and
Kelly Camillone. back row, standing, from left: Beth Plent:ii:as, Cindy
Parlee, Marcia Burke, and Kimberly Hill.

***************************
The 1981 season for the Bears
football has begun and so has the
season for the 1981 Bears Cheerleaders. Each week these girls juggle
their school, working and social
schedules to ·meet and practice 2
hours a day for the games on Saturday. This year the girls will travel up
to 3 hours in their own cars to attend
the games and to cheer the Bears on
·· to victory.
Returning Senior Captain Cheryl
Tripp heads the squad of 11 pretty
girls. She is the one who guides the
girls through the strenuous practi·
ces. Cheryl is both advisor and Captain, and has done a great deal for
the squad.
.Also returning to the squad from
last year is senior Celia Wicker from
Pittsfield, and sophmores Debra
Munro from Pittsfield, and Marcia
. Burke from ·Westford. It is these
girls who help the new members of
the squad learn the cheers and
adjust to the new style of college
cheerleading..
There are seven new girls on the

squad and they have all worked very
hard to prove they ·are worthy of
wearing the Bears uniform. Making
the squad in the spring were sophmores Kim Hill from Ludlow, Maria
Tobin· from Hanover, and Beth
Plentzas from Haverhill.These girls
worked hard all summer in order to
help the other new girls who would
make the squad in the fall.
Those girls are sophmores, Cindy
Parlee from North Attleboro, Laurie
·Funtes, a transfer student from
Connecticut, and the only freshman
on the squad is Kelly Camillone
from Brockton. These girls had alot
of catching up to do but with the
help of the experienced girls, they
have all done a fine job .
After cheerleading 3 games, the
girls feel that they are ready for the
pep rally, to be held on Friday,
October 24. at 4:00 and also for the
Homecoming .same against Curry
College. So come on out and seethe

Bears beat Curry and watch these
girls do their thing. It's an enj<>yable
. w~y to spend a Sat~r~ay Afternoon.
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A Comment ·Photographic
Editorial
What Are These People Waiting For?
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·Editor-in-Chief • ~·· •...... :· .• '. . ~ . ~ .' .. : .. ·. • . Richard }{ Pickering

News Editors ............................... Richard Lussier
Entertainment·.Editor. ·~....... ~: .............. 'Lynn.R. Haffner
Sp~rts Editor .•...<.................... •....... Neil Bunick
.Photography Editor ....... ··~.; ...·........-,. ..... Joe Downey
Graphic Arts Editor.'; ...... : .... ·........... Doreen Greeley
Business Manager ........................... PhyJlis J. Cox
Advertising Manager ...................... Margaret Flaherty
Distribution Manager ..................... Position Available
Contributing Editors ...... : ....................... Sue Asci

.LETTERS TO THE
.:De~r J:Ciitor,

EDITOR

this problem. In my. opinipn, ,t~.e ~ol:
lf has come to my attentibn that .lege nas losqoucn with the needs of
. many students, as well as faculty. · the student The various organiza~
feel that apathy is becoming an tions on campus don't bother to find
ihc.:.reas~ problem on campus. Stu- out what kind of social functions the
.dents seem to be less willing to join students want and then kick· and
the many· organizations. on campus · scream when. their dances, trips, or
'or participate. in the various func- lectures lose money. Organizations
tions offered to the college com- like the Comment or people like
munity. In short, it seems that the Tom Mathews holds a genuine intercollege is fighting a losing battle est in the student's needs. The
S.U.P.C;, on the other hand, has
against apathy.
While it is easy to condemn stu- never to my knowledge tried to find
dents for their apathetic attitude, it out the needs o( the student. The
is harder to pinpoint the cause of events they sponser are usually few

and 'tar. bet~e~n~ Tlws~·- that are

people or possibly no one that we
are gay, and we remain undetected
by the rest of the college. Many of us
, including myself , do this out of
fear. But how long can we remain
afraid? I would like to meet and
socialize with other gay students
like myself and I'm sure many of the
gay students at B.S.C. would also
like' to share in this experience. I'm
asking the gay students to be them·
selves and to be truthful to themselves. There may be risks for us,
but I'm sure we will gain ·Selfunderstanding and friendship while ·
losing the fee!ingthat we are alorie in
a crowd· of thousands.
lf · there are members of the
faculty who . are open about their
homosexuality,. I. ask you to help

your students who are gay. f hope
that somehow gay .students and
faculty can join together and form
an association. on campus as many
colleges , have. There are just as
many homosexuals at B.S.C. as
there are at other colleges, so we
should join together because there
is so much to gain.
I shall remain anonymous at this
time, but hopefully if there is enough
·response to this request, I and the
remainder of the homosexuals on
this campus will be able to proudly
sign our names to a letter such as
this. f shaH eagerly wait for your'
respons.es through this publication.
Thank you.

held usually 'have disasterblts turnouts, indicative of the disregard for
the student's wishes.
In· conclusion, I feel· that it is time
to· reevaluate the priorities of the
various organizations on campus.
Perhaps if the clubs on campus kept
in touch with the needs and desires
of the college community, then
apathy may very well cease to be a
prevaient attitude on campus.
Daniel J. White
'j

Writing Staff: Michael Butzgy,Dave Burns,Terri Cooney, Paulette
D'Angelo, Sharon Donahtie, Julie Girard, ·Barbara Glauben,Tom
Gregg, Betsy Hanson Michael Ricci~rdi Dan White
Art Staff Margaret Flaherty, Doreen Greeley Michael Ricciare!li
Photography Staff: Joe Downey, Lynn R. Haffner
Production Staff: Martha Anderson , Stuart Gardner
The Comment is a student supported and operated weekly newspaper serving the
academic community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined by the
Editor-in~Chief in Consultation with the Editorial Board. Re·publication of all material
here.in is prohibited without the expressed written permission of the Editor·in-Chief. All
.materials submitted become the property of The Comment. Letters to the Editor are
eneouraged but may be limited to 250 words or lel>S~Letters, classified advertisements
and all other written mat~rials are subject to condensation. Advertising rates.areavailable
upon·. request. All correspondence should be. addressed to The Comment, Student
Union. Building, Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA 02324.
Telephone: {617)697-8321, eX.!fn~i.on 260 or 304.
..

To The College Community:
What has happend to the interest
that was demonstrated last year on
the subject of" gays at Bridgewater
State College? Since I have not seen
'nor heard anything since last June,
I'll be the first to re·adivate the
issue. This is a request to the entire·
college community to open their
minds to something they may not
comprehend. l feel that we as well
educated adults should discuss and
learn about this subject for . the
benefit of gays and "straights" as.
· well. It. is through understanding
that we· Jose our prejudices and
.
fears.
My main request is directed to my
fellow-gay student$. Most of us are

•~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n~o~~theo~~We~Uwcyfuw

'Gay and Proud
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Drop your guard for a
minute. Even though you're
in college right now, there
are many aspects of the Army
that you might find very
attractive.
Maybe even irresistible.
See for yourself.

'•

MED SCHOOL.OM US
You read it right.
The Army's Health Professions Scholarship
Program provides necessary tuition, books, lab
fees. evenmi1.::roscope rental during medical

schoot ~~ ~.:.~t\'k:c:":>:-...,.~... :~-~ : -.

. -

-~

c ... :,"·

~:_~~'.1~·-~~';· :;_:·~ t·.f,~·~·.7·~~~.·"~·~~>...~-- ~~·~: :~.~~~ .~.< ·:.·,

Plus a monthly stipend that works out to
about $6,000 a year.
· After you're accepted into medical
school, you can be accepted into our program.
· Then you're commissioned and you go
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the
Army Reserve.
The hitch? Very simple. After you graduate,
you give the Army a year as a doctor for every
year the Army gave you as a med student, with
a minimum obligation of three years' service.

ADVANCED NURSING COURSE.
TUITION-FREE
You get tuition, pay and living allo.wances.
You can also take Nurse Practitioner courses
and courses in many clinical
All on

the Army.

.

While these programs do not cost you any
money, most of them do incur an additional
servite obligation.

A SECOND CHANCE AT COLI.EGE

·A CHANCE TO PRACTICE lAW

Some may find college to be the right place
at the wrong time for.a variety of reasons:The
Army can help them, too.
A few years in the Army can help them get
money for tuition and the maturity to use it
wisely.
The Army .has a program in which money
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the
government." Then, if one qualifies, a generous

If you're about to get your law degree and

IMTIRNSHIA RESIDENCY
le WH BONUSES

bom\s js~fldd.ed, to that. . . .
\ .. · •
So 2 year5 ofservfce can get you up to
$15,200 for college,J i;tnd 4years up to $20,100.
In addition, bonuses up t8:$5,000 are available
for 4-year enlistmems in selected skills .
Add in the experience and maturity gained,
and the Army can send an-individual back to .
college a richer person in more way~,than one.
. We hope .these Army opportunities haw; .
if"\trigued you as well as surprised you.·B~cau~
ther~ is. indeed a lot the Army can off~r a btight
person like you.
·
'·
' ·
For more information, send the cdupon.

ROTC SCHOIARSHIPS

A GREAT PLACE TO·BEA NURSE
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is one'
of excellence, dedication, even heroism. And
it's a challenge to live up to.
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome of
professionalism, regarded as a critical member
of the Army Medical Team.
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical
spectrum is almost impossible to match in
dvilian practice.
And, since you'll be an Army Officer. you'll.
enjoy more respect and authority than most of
your civilian counterparts. You'll also enjoy
travel opportunities, officer's pay and officer's
privileges.
Army Nursing offers educational opportunities that are second to none. As an Army ·
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate degree
programs at civilian universities. ·
; :i t;f

l

1

' '..

degree, .an ROTC scholarship helps
you towards the gold bp.rs of an .
Army Officer.
Stop by the ROTC office on
campus and ask about details.

UP TO $170 A MONlM

ABOMUSFOR
PART·TIME WORK

.
You can get a$1,500
bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve ·
units. Or up to $4,000 in educational benefits.
You also get paid for your Reserve duty. It
co~es out to about $1, 100 a year for one weekend
a month and. two weeks annual training.
And now we have a special program to help
fit the Army Reserve around your school

be admitted to the bar, you should consider a
commission in the Judge Advocate General
Corps. Because in the Army you getto practice
law right from the start.
While your classmates are still-doing other
lawyers' research and other lawyers' ,briefs, you
could have your own cases, your own clients.
in effect, your own practice.
Besidd scholarships to medical school, the
Plus you '11 have the pay, prestige and priviArmy also offers AMA-approved fjrst-year
.! .• ,,,:)~g~sqfb~ing·an Officer in the. 4it1it~4.$tates\
·: _P9st-gtaauate''~h~ re,$i&r~Y tf~ip'ft\g'prd~~tis'.
,.·, .Army. Wah a ch~nce rq trayeJand m.ake the ·.!
..
. ·.... Such training adds no further obliga'tion to· · · most of what you'veworkedso hard ro
the scholarship .partic;ipant. But any Civilian
become. A real, practicing lawyer. Be an Army
GraduateMediool.Education.sponsored by.the.
'Lawyer.
Army gives you a one-year obligation for
every year ofsponsorship, with a minimum
obligation of two years' service.
Though'you're too late for a 4-year
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every·
scholarship, there are 3-, Land even 1-year
year you 're paying back medical school or posts¢holarships available.
graduate training.
·
· They include tuition, books, and lab fees.
Soyou not only get your medical education
Plus $100 a month living allowance. Naturally
paid for, you get extra pay while you 're paying
they're very competitive. Because
it back. Not a bad deal.
besides helping you towards your

(:

but not necessarily
assigned to active duty. Find
out about it.

I...-----~-.~~~
~iea. s.e tell me. m. o.r.e. a. bout. : 0 \AM lMedical Schoo.. Iand .Army Medicine. ,.
D \AN) the Army Nurse Corps, 0 (All Army Law.

I

O. lFR) ROTC Scholarships. 0 (SS! Army Reserve Bonuses,
D I PC! A'my Education Benefits.

1, ~A~IE

You can combine service in the
Army Reserve or Nationa1Ouard
with Army ROTC and get between
$7 ,000 and $14,000while you're
still in school.

.
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ARMY.

It's called Program.
the Simultaneous
' ·
Membership
You get $100
a month as an Advanced Army ROTC
Cadet and an additional $70 a month
(sergeant's pay) asan Army Reservist. ·· ·
When you graduate, you'll be
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Break Bread With A Professor Week
Sometim~s we wish we could get to know professors better than we
do. Sometimes we don't, but surprisingly may discover that they are not
so bad after all. Most professors would also welcome a chance to get to
know students better too. This is why October 26-30 has been designated "Break Bread With A Professor Week." Invite the professors of
your choice to either lunch or dinner. They'll pay their own way and as an
incentive in Tilly or Shea-Durgin they will only have to pay $1.00 for
lunch and $2.00 for dinner. You can eat in the Student Union cafeteria
and off campus too. Most important, the idea behind ''Break Bread With
A Professor Week", is to break the ice, so that more students will feel free
to invite faculty to eat at anv time during the year, and so more faculty
will feel comfortable about coming over on their own, long after this week
has ended.
SUMMER 82 ENVIRONMENTAL INTERN PROGRAM
Information on the 1982 Environmental Intern Program is now availa·
?le in the Career Planning & Placement Office. The program is national
m scope and one can apply to one or al! four regions in the country. You
must have completed five semesters of college and be interested in the
environmental field. Many majors are appropriate. Internships are
generally 12 weeks long, and interns are paid a stipend which ranges
from $150-350 per week.
. Th~re is a formal application process, and the deadline for 82 applica·
t1ons JS DECEMBER 7, 1981. Stop into Jhe CPP Office to learn more
about the program and to pick up an application.
THE FRENCH CIRCLE
·
The French Circle will be holdmg its nrst organizational meeting
sometime in early November. We have just received from the SGA a
letter containing the necessary emendations to our constitution and we
will 'most likely be eligible for funding for second semester. The French
Circle plans to hold a college-wide Mardi Gras party. We have exactly
four months to get this together and we need your help. If interested,
please contact Rich Lussier at the Comment Office, or see Miss Padula
or Mrs. Bicknell in the Humanities Office, Tilly 3rd Floor. Thet:e is no
language requirement!
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP- OFFICE HOURS
To be .human is to encounter conflict at various stages in our lives. In
order ·that the conflicts do not overwhelm us; it is wise to seek out
couselors who are trained to help us. Rev. Richard Huffines, Protestant
Campus Minister, is available for counseling students. Just stop by the
Christ~n Fellowship office or arrange appointments by call extension
492.
Any students interested tn the Visiting Days program,may secure a
registration form from Reverend Huffines at the Christian Fello1.?Jship
office located on the 3rd floor of the Student Union.
HANDICAPPED STUDENT SERVICES
·
The Office of Handicapped Student Services has relocated to the main
floor of Boyden Hall. If you are a handicapped student requiring support
services please do not hesitateto contact us in person or by telephone on
69?-8321 extensions 210 or 525. The Office is open Monday through
Fnday from 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
:
TUTOR TODAY!!!
The Office of Handicapped Student Services wants to hear from students who wuld be interested in serving as statistics tutors. We anticipate future demand for tutors in this area arid would like to have your
name on file if you think you can do the job. For further information
contact Ms. Nancy Clay at the Office(main floor Boyden Hall} either
inperson Qr by phone{ex. 210 or 525).
ARTS FOR ALL
November· l is the date of the next speaker: a registered Art Therapist.
Watch the Arts for All Bulletin .Board for details.
LIBRARY SCIENCE. CLUB
Would you be interested in seeing books being made? Would you like
to see other libraries? Join the Library Science Club) and you can do
these things and more. Everyone is welcome. If you have questions or
want more information, call Elisabeth Brewer at ext. 382.

New Program

ANNOUNCEMENTS
GRADUATE STUDY IN RELIGION WORKSHOP
Any students who think they might be interested in attending semi·
nary or pursuing graduate study in religion are invited to the Fall Visiting
Days at Episcopal Divinity School in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Thursday, Oct. 29th through Saturday, Oct. 31st, 1981.

Two concentrations will be
initially offered to undergraduate
students: a concentration in general
management and a concentration in
Environmental and Energy ResourOASIS NOTES
es Management. "The new major
The long-awaited OASIS meeting to kick off the 1981-82 year was held
in Management Science is a wel- Thursday, October 15 at 11:00 a.m. at the usual table in the Commuter
come addition to our liberal arts and Cafeteria (under the painted eye). The meeting was semi-formal and
career-oriented academic pro- over lunch (of course}. OASIS has been organized to provide a club for
grams"' says Bridgewater State Col- the older (than 25) aged student. Our purpose will be to provide a
lege President Adrian Rondileau. support group for returning students, an ongoing contact area and to
"Faculty from the entire College will ?ave fun. Join us. We'd love to. get acquainted with you. If ~ou are
be involved in the program, giving it interested, please leave your name and number either at the COM·
both the breadth and depth to MENT office {c/o Barbara Glauben) or at the Admissions Office (c/o
insure participating students an Dorie AuCoin).
understanding of management prinACTIVITIES FOR NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT WEEK
ciples within a strong liberal arts
The citizens group called BAND (Bridgewater Area for Nuclear Disar·
framework."'
mament) have scheduled two showings of Eight Minutes to Midnight for
The new program was recently Tuesday, Oct. 27th at Bridgewater State College in the Demonstration
approved by the Board of Regents Room of the third floor of the Student Union, at 11:00 a.m. and again in
of Higher Education. The major in the evening at 8 p. m.
Management brings to 27 the
STUDENT COUNGIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
number of undergraduate majors
The SCEC is looking for dub officers and new members for the
offered at Bridgewater.
upcoming school year. Anyone interested please contact Steve Burke at
Persons desiring additional inforExtension 435.
mation may call the Admissions
ATTENTION WORK STUDY STUDENTS
Office at Bridgewater State College
Positions are available for work study students to work in the Student
at (617) 697-8321, extension 215, or
write Mr. James Plotner, Director of Goveri:ment Office, 3rd floor, Student Union Building. Work includes
Admissions, Bridgewater State Col- such tasks as office duties, artistic projects, and other responsible endealege, Bridgewater, Massachusetts, vors. If interested, contact Phil Conroy in the Financial Aid Office, ext.
257 or Mari-Ann Imbaro in the Student Government Office ext. 421
02324.
422.
.,
'
,
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY EXAM

Legal. Advice
The SGA offers free legal advice
to- all BSC students. lawyers Stephen Wise and Jeff Fraser are available on Tues. mornings from 9-12
a.m., and Wed. afternoons from 1-4
p.m. in the SGA Council Chambers
right near the offices of the SGA,
3rd floor Student Union.
Steve Wise encourages any and
everyone to come up and visit him
for any legal matter and get some
advice as to how to deal with it.
Comment News Editor Rich Lussier
visited Steve about the possible libel
problems in the article he wrote on
Old Colony Gas on Oct. 8. (The
article is NOT libelous.) Steve usually deals with more prosaic matters, such as landlord-tenant
problems, divorce, kids, adoptions,
wills,. breach, crimes, immigration
issues, and problems with Old Colony. Occasionally h.e hears due process gripes against our alma mater.
Between 500-600 students avail
themselves of the service every
y~ar. Come on up and get some
advice when you have a legal problem. Steve and Jeff will be glad to
hear you out. Best of all, it's quite

FREE!!

!f you are a senior and have a major or minor in math, computer

science, l?~guages, chemistry, earth science & geography, or physics,
you are eligible for several positions with the National Security Agency in
Maryland. An exam is required for all applicants except for a few majors.
The exam will be given in Boston on November 14 and the deadline
'
application is October 31, 1981.
To determine interest and eligibilty, visit the Career Planning & Placement Office today for an application.

MODELS
Male or Female Nude Models are being sought to pose in controlled
privacy for figure drawing sessions during the evening and possibly
daytime hours. Payment is negqtiable but will average $5.00 per hour. If
interested, please contact the Secretary at the Art·Building, ext 249.
November 5th is INTERNATIONAL NIGHT sponsored by The
International Students Association. Entertainment includes dinner,
displays, and music. Tickets are only $3.00 and can be obtained from
outside the bookstore, Scott 221, and I.A.S. members.
BRIDGEWATER FLIGHT CLUB
If you.are interested in joining·o·ur 'group, please call Mark Sullivan at
@~~.
•
.
·
DANCE CLUB
Have you ever used your movement to express yourself? You can do
this by joining the Dance Club. The Dance Club is meeting every
Monday from 6:00-7:00 p.m. in the demonstration room of theS.U. For
further information contact Mrs. Miller in the Kelly gym-room 109 or in
the S.U. at the theater and communication office.
NEWS FROM THE STUDENT EMPLOYMENT REFERRAL.SERVICE
Applications for Christmas Help at the Westgate Mall in Brockton,
Mass. will be taken Monday through Friday at the Division of Employement Security booth situated inside the Westgate Mall beginning Monday, Ocfober 19, 1981. Employement requests will be rendered to the
Division of Employment Security, Brockton, Mass. Please note that all
stores at the Westgate Mall will be not accept any applications.
Referral forms may be obtained in the Job locator's Office, Room T-6
or T-3, in Tillinghast Hall. All interested students should contact this
office as soon as possible.
YEAR BOOK
Would you like to work on the school yearbook? We can make this the
best yearbook yet, with your help. We need artists, writers, layout
people, photographers, and business people. I{ you have no specific
talent, but would just like to help, there are namyi;other things that you
can help with.
·
If you are ii:terested, or want to find out more, drop by for a meeting.
We meet three times a week. The times are: Tuesdays and Thursdays at
llAM, and Wednesdays at 8PM. We are located in a cubicle that is
across from the Rathskellar.
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BEING PREGNANT
ISNT ALWAYS ABLESSING.
When you're faced with an unexpected pregnancy,
yQu're faced with one of the most important
decisions you'll ever have to make.
That's why when you come to Preterm, you'll meet
with a counselor who can answer any
questions you may have. So if you choose an abortion,
you'll be making the choice that's right for you.
There.are times when some women would love to be
blessed with a pregnancy. And then again,
there are times when being pregnant isn't much
of a blessing at all. Call 738-6210. Preterm.
The most experienced reproductive health care
center in the Northeast.

preterm

A licensed non-profit health care facility. 1842 Beacon Street, Brookline. MA 02146
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Tumbrel
Countdown

Well, here we are again, though
this will be definetly the last letter
you'll receive if you don't pull your
finger out and write. Ok you have
been warned. No longer will you
have to put up with these boring, self
righteous epistles. Don't say a word.
Not that you really could I suppose
being three thousand miles away
and everything. Sorry I'm rambling·
really I'm just trying to fill up space-I
mean what's there to say to some·
one who is obviously too stoned to
write back anyway. Answer that if
you can. No, I mustn't be rude, it's
not British-at least that's what we
tell people, in actual fact the British
are probably better at it than anyone
else, with the possible exception of
the French, garlic and all. But you
know all this already.
Now what to say, ah yes there is a
certain word over .here which is
used with great preponderance and
that is-I hardly dare write it I hate it
so much, REALLY. If you make a
statement., tell a joke, or pose a
question ninety nine times out of a
hundred the person you're talking
to will say 'really.' It is so irritating·
everything is really. Really this and
really that and really the other and
really everything. I mean really! The
worst thing about it is the fact that
I've caught the disease myself. It
sort of sneaks up on you unawares

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS'-.

by Tom Gregg
October 21: You're probably wondering what "tumbrel" means. I
admit that it's probably puzzled most of you ·· those at any rate unfortunate enough to have chosen a major other thatn history-- but the mystery
ends this week.
A tumbre.l is a simple farm cart. It found an unusual occupation,
though, during the French Revolution -- it was used to transport the
~ondemned from prison to the guillotine. It struck me as an appropriate
title for a column in which the greeat and mighty of the world have their
characters questioned, their intelligence called into doubt and their
platitudes exploded. At least that's what I hope I'm doing.
So much for that. This week's TUMBREL is to clear up some odds
and ends that have been floating around in the wake of recent events. I
find that it's not the big things that get you down, but the little ones. For
example:
Ha~e. ~ou noticed that the oppostion to the AWACS deal is being led
by poht1c1ans who depend heavily on the Jewish vote? That's conviction
for you. This whole thing is a lot of hooey anyway, since if we don't sell to
the Saudis they will almost certainly buy the British Nimrod AEW
aircraft, which is just as good-· if not better -- than the American version.
The Se~ate oppo~ition to the AWACS sale is motivatied by two things:
the desire to stick it to the President and the desire to protect the political
bases of Senators who rely on the Jewish vote to keep their seats.
Responsible involvement in foreign affairs?
.
-•
My least favorite people in the recent news: the West German peace
demonstrators. Boy, do they ever bug me.
Political hoot of the year: Ted Kennedy's "friend of the middle class"
act. The senior Senator from Massachusetts may not be the smartest
guy in Washington, but he certainly has the most gall.
You've got to be kidding: former President Carter, who would be
well-advised to sit quietly in Plains and hope that the nation will forget his
four miserable years in the White House, has lately been offering advice
and. criticism on national and international affairs. What really puzzles
me 1s that some people actually listen seriously to what he has to say.
Churchill's description of a fellow member of Parliament applies equally
as well to Jimmy: "A modest little man with much to be modest about."
~-etter Red than dead: the Political Golden Turkey Award goes to the
Br.1~1sh Labour Party for a musical-comedy performance at their recent
nat1~nal conventio~. Program adopted: nationalize everything fa; sight,
be nice to the Russians, get out of the Common Market, say mean things
about the Americans, etc. etc. etc. Rue, Britannia!
,,.A.n.~.,hi~,::e~irtp, t!},e, },§!tvnJ_f· B~pµbli<; _oJJnm, c:losing in on this year's
world record for executions by firing squad. The Shah isn't looking too
bad these days, is he? At least he was more discreet.
Finally, let me close this week's TUMBREL -- which I admit to be a
compendium of petty gripes, with a sincere invitation to the Moral
Majority -- Take a hike!
.
TUMBREL will return to the high road next week.

SGA NEWS

Laura Innis was back in her seat for the October 20th SGA meeting.
After a change of heart she r~quested that President Bill Mullen not
accept her letter of resignation. Welcome back to the fold, Laura.
Nancy Silva, who was supposed to have .been on hand to give a
farewell speech to the Senate, did not show up--we·know not why. See
WHISPERS for a bit of speculation dn the subject of Silva.
An SGA innovation: there will soon be a paid part-time secretary in
the office to help the SGA with the paperwork. She was chosen from a
large list of applicants for the job. We'll be telling you more about her in a
future installment of SGA CALENDAR.
The following committee appointments were made: Christine Quinn
to Ways and Means; Martha Parr to Educational Affairs; Lisa Kenyon to
Ways and Means; Nicole Beddard to Student Services.
· Elections to fill a vacant Senator-at-Large seat and the Assistant
Treasurership are scheduled for next week. See WHISPERS for our
picks.
·
Well, as you can tell, it was another quiet SGA meeting. We'll be back
next week.

WHISPERS

Pat on the Back Department:· here'.s to Mariann Imbaro, SGA Secretary. and on the unsung heres of the corps. We've watched her in action
and have to admit that without her things would be tough up in the SGA.
So keep up the good work, Mariann.
Deep. Throat i~ back on the job and tells me that there may be
.someth1i:g sensational coming up in connection with the resignation of
Nancy Silva.. Throat hints that it has something to do with a certain
scholarship fund ...
Our ele;tion p~~ks: look. for Mary Noonan to regain a Senate seat and
for Laura Cr?sh Brauer to capture the position of Assistant Treasurer.
That, depending on a pending Student Court decision, might make her
the Treasurer. How about that!
I ~on' t kno~ an~ I don't care. What's that? Why ,it's the answer to the
musical question, What's the big problem on this campus ignorance or
· c Iass
· Vice PresidentManyann
.
'
apa th Y;?" ·A cc~r d'~ng to sernor
Gauthier,
apathy s the b1gg1e. She and the other class officers are fed up with
apathy. Maryann tells. WHISPERS that the response to events spons.ored by the Class of 1982 has been very, very poor, e.g., only forty
hck~ts were sold for the first Countdown Party. ·Maryann asks us to
remm.d all of you slugs that there are things happening out there--so Jet's
get with the program!
Remembe~ Jack O'.N.eil? Well, he's now missed for Senate meetings
and ~body 01 SGA opm1on favors removing him from his seat. Sic transit
g/ona for the second week in. a row!
. A curiou.s observation: apathy has it's good side. Vandalism, according to a reliable source, is way down on campus this year. Hmmmm ....
Sports Department: t~e SG_A Obstacle Course team, spearheaded by
Freshman Senator Came Kulick, scored an impressive last-place fisnih.
Way to go, people! See you all next week.

De?lr Joe,

The National Organization for
Women began a nationwide college
campus organizing effort as a part of
the ERA Countdown Campaign on
Monday, October 19, at Boston
University. Over the next several
weeks the ERA college Campus
Project will visit approximately 25
colleges throughout the northeast
with stops in Providence, Northhampton, New Haven, New York
City, New Brunswick and Philidel·
phia. In each city, student organizers will hold a rally, conduct
workshops and urge students to.
give up a semester, their vacation or
remaining parts of the school year to
work for ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment before the June
30, 1982 deadline.
The College Campus Project is
being organized initially by three
student activists, Jennifer Jackman
Deborah DeBare and Deborah
Davis-Anythonyson, who have
taken.a leav.e:of absense from their
schools, Smith and Brown, to lead
the ERA college effort.
Celebrities, authors, political figures and women's rights activists
will be joining the students throughout this first tour of northeastern
schools.
"The ERA Countdown Campaign
will tap one of the most valuable
resources of this nation--the youth "
explains Eleanor Smeal, NOW Pre~
ident. "College students are in the
generation which stands to benefit
m.ost from passage of the Equal
R.1.shts. A.rn:en,PJl1~pL \&!;at. i~ .• at
stake is economic' equality foiwornen."
".Completing my undergraduate
degree can easily be postponed for
12 months. The ERA cannot,"
asserted Jennifer Jackman of Smith
College. "We'd rather spend time
now working ·for the ERA than
spend time the rest of our lives
· struggling for equal pay and simple
justice," added Deborah DeBare of
Brown University and Deborah
[)avis-Anythonyson of Smith.
These are three women who have
put their words into action and who
want to be sure that other students
hear their message. And their message is, "Take a leave from school
and spend the next nine months
working for ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment.''.
The Equal .Rights· Amendment
has been ratified by· 35 states and
needs three more states to become
a part of the United States
Constitution.
The full text of the Equal Rights
Amendment reads:
Section 1: Equality of rights
1under the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by .
any state on account of sex.
Section 2: The Congress shall
have the power to enforce, b>appropriate legislation, the provisions of this Article.
Section 3: This Amendment shall
take effect two years after the date
of ratification.

Sosays the VA...

and before you know it, it's our a11d
you've said it, and after you feel
physically ill and you go very red in
the face and your throat constricts
and you can't breathe and all this
because you said that ....... word.
Excuse me 1have to go to the men's
room.
Back again, I feel better having
got that off my chest and out of my
stomach. Now then to return to
something more sane. Last weekend I went to stay with a friend at a
place on Cape Cod, and very nice it
was too. Especially pleasing was the
fact that we got Monday off because
it was a public holiday. Columbus
Day to be exact. You know, the
chap on whom everything else can
be blamed. Well this was all great
except that you still can't escape
Monday's at College. They just
forget all about Tuesday and turn it
into Monday. Logical wouldn't you
agree? Monday sounds nicer than
Tuesday don't you think? I haven't
heard a satisfactory explanation for
this extraordinary behavior yet! But
then this is America and they don't
have to explain or be logical, they
just turn around and say 'REALLY.'
God I've got to go. Bye for now.
Nick

P.S. Write(if you know what the
word means.)·

Denny Ciganovic

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT OFFICE
The C.P.P. Office, located on the ground floor of the Student Union
B~ilding, will be open the following hours the first semester: Monday to
Fnday: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Tuesday Evening: 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Services offered include career counseling, full and part;time employ·
ment, resume writing workshops, graduate and professional school
advising, volunteer and internship opportunities, plus many others. You
are welcome to come in and browse or make and appointment to speak
with one of the staff members.
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The Screening

Hobby Shop Opens

Room
by Daniel J. White
"Boffo," raves the movie critic. "If
you see only one film this year, this is
it!"
Enthused over the rave reviews,
you jump in your Pinto and race to
the theatre, plunk down four do!Jars, and become totally disappanted in the film~ in fact, Plan Nine
From Outer Spacewas Academy
award material compared to this
piece of dreck. You walkaway from
the theatre, vowing never to listen to
movie critics again.
One of the problems that movie
viewers face_ is whether or not to
trust the reaction of.a movie critic to
any given movie. It seems that the
movie you really liked was panned
by the critics and the movie you
absolutely loathed was proclaimed
as a cinematic milestone by the critics. How much stock ·should be put
in a ctitics criticism? Well, believe it
or not, critics like Rex Reed and
Gene Siske! really know quite a lot
about movies. For the most part,
critics can spot an exceptional film
or conversly a film that has the
Golden Turkey award potential.
Their job is to view movies and give
an honest evaluation of whether a
film is good or bad. They do nottry
.:t'C!.:!?~Cot;1i;l~s.uess thegeneralp\,\blic,

remember is critique, which is what
Judith Christ or the Sneak Previews
duo does.
And now the question arises as to
who is the best critir, the one critic
who really knows what the viewer
really wants to see and what he or
she hates? Well, although critics can
give a pretty good indication of what
a movie is, the best critic is yourself.
You know what types of films,
actors, and directors you like and
dislike, so it stands to reason that a
pretty good assumption can be
made about a movie even before it is
seen. If George C. Scott is your
favorite actor, then the're is a pretty
good chance that his, new movie
would be pretty good, if only for his
r·• 1 iut mance. If you're a true and
blue Fellini fan, then do not see a
movie like The Blues Brothers or
you will be greatly disappointed.
Use discretion and common sense
about picking a movie and you
should be rarely disappointed. And
for those films you have doubts
about, consult the authority on the
cinema: the movie critic.'
Note: The Screening Room is
interested in you! If you have a particular interest in some ar.ea of the
movie industry that you w.ould like
to hearmoreabout,Jencotirageyoll
fo•\ea\le•ycur•·suggesfidns 1n ·the

worrying about the viewers prefer-

Comment office. c/o The Screen-

The all new Hobby Shop is now
open! The following crafts are now
available at minimal cost: Leather
Crafts, Decoupage plaques,
Decoupage Fruit . Basket Kits,
Wood Burning, Pottery, Macrame,
Poster Making, Button Making,
Block Printing, Silk Screening, Calligraphy, Tempera Paint.
Stop down and get an early start
on Christmas gifts or just stop in and
see what we're al! about. Located at
the end of the 1st floor corridor in
the Student Union, right down near
the Bookstore. The hours are: Mon·
day 2-10 p.m., Tuesday 1-10 p.m.,
Wednesday 1-10 p.m., Thursday 1- ·
10 p.rn., Friday 2-5 p.m., and closed
all day Saturday and Sunday.
The Photo Lab is also now open
and ready for business. Located off
the Hobby Shop, it also offers supp·
lies to you at cost! Come down and
develop your black and white film.
Better yet,· sign up for the Photography mini-course and learn about
photography and developing. Sign
ups for the· mini-course on photography are at the Info Booth.
Photography Lab hours are as follows: Monday 2-5 p.m., Tuesday6-9
p.m. Wednesday 2-5 p.rn., Thursday 6·9 p.rn., Fridny 2·5 p:m .. closed
nn Saturday, Sundciy 7·10 p.m

ence; instead, they give an indepth ing Room .
.analysis on why theyliked or disNext Week: The Heaven's
liked a movie. The key word to Gate Syndrome.·
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Local
Entertainment.
Off-the·Common, a performing
arts forum meeting at the First Par·
ish in Bridgewater, Unitarian Uni·
versalist, announces its November
and December schedule. Meeting
the first and third Saturdays of the
month for evenings of coffee-house
entertainment, OTC presents lqcal
and regional talent of a wide variety
of styles; an open mike is part of the
evening program. The public is invi·
ted; a $2.00 donation is asked, and
refreshments are served. Off-theCommon meets in the Parish House
of the First Parish, 50 Schoof Street,
Bridgewater.

• The First Parish in Bridgewater,
Unitarian Universalist, will present
an organ recital by Bruce Mc Clung,
a student at the New England Con·
servatory, on Sunday afternoon,·
November 1st, at 4:00 p.m. The
organ is a restored 1852 E. & G. G.
Hook pipe organ, and the program
will include sacred ,and ·secular
organ music of many styles and peri- .
eds. The public is invited, and· a·.
reception will follow the concert. No
admission charge; a free-will offering
wm be taken. The church is located
a block from the Bridgewater town
square, at 50 School Street.

CALL JEANE DIXON'S. HOROSCOPES-BY-PHONE:
TEST YOUR
OLD-TIME MOVIE
KNOWLEDGE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Who was "America's Sweetheart"?
Name all five Marx brothers.
·
Which two actresses won Oscars for their roles in HGone With the Wind"?
What was the name of Tom Mix's horse?
What movie star was known as "the man of a thousand faces"?
What were the names of the farmhand characters who became the Tin
Woodsman, Scarecrov.i, and Cowardly Lion in Oz from the movie
"I.he Wizard of Oz"?
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You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the
stars.Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away-24
hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find
out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call
might just make your day.
Aries (Mar~h 22-April 20) ... 1-212-976-5050
Taurus, (April 21-May 21) .... l-2i2-976-5151
Gemini (May 22-June 21) .... 1-212-976-5252
Cancer Oune 22-July 23) .... l-2i2-976-5353
Leo Ouly 24-Aug. 23) ....... 1-212-976-5454
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) ..... 1-212-976-5656

Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
Su.nday-Friday 5 pm-11 pm
Sunday-Friday 11 pm-8 am
All Day Saturday
Sunday 8 am-5 pm

Libra (Sept.. 24-,0ct. 23) .. ~ .. 1-212-976-5757
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) ... 1-212-976-5858
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) 1-212-976-5959
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) .. 1-212-976-6060
Aquarius Oan. 21-Feb.19) .. 1-212-976-6161
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 21) .. 1-212-976-6262

1st Min.

Extra Min.

53¢
34¢
21¢
21¢
21¢

37¢
25¢
15¢
15¢
15¢

These rates apply on calls you
dial yourself, no operator
involved, from the Boston area.
Tax not included.
*A service mark of Horoscopes-Ry-Phone, Inc.

@New England Telephone

'
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The Polaroid
Collection
The Clarence Kennedy Gallery
will feature the photographic exhibi·
tion "Exploration of a Medium: The
Polaroid Collection" October 20
through November 25, 1981. The
exhibition, curated by Allan Porter,
editor of CAMERA Magazine, presents a diversity of imaging styles and
techniques by· an international
selection of artists. From Ansel
Adams and Paul Caponigro to
· Lucas Samaras and Christian Vogt,
"Exploration of a Medium" illustrates a technical and aesthetic history of the development of Polaroid
instant photography.
"Exploration of a Medium: The
Polaroid Collection" includes black
and white and color images on Pola-

raid 8 x 10 inch, 4 x 5 inch, and
SX-70 formats. The Polaroid International Collection-· the heart of the
exhibition -- "is a complete, selfcontained unit that documents the
history of Polaroid's encouragement of creative exploration of the
instant medium," observes Porter.
"The resulting collection is understandably diversified and, indisputab 1y, original." The Polaroid
International Collection is housed in
Amsterdam.
The Clarence Kennedy Gallery is
located at 770 Main Street in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Gallery
hours are : Tuesday through Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to 5:30 p,11

MINI

COURSES

. .Umihik~ Konis?~· Japan. Now on exhibit at the Clarence Kennedy Gallery in Cambridge, Massachusetts. For
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There are .still a few class open·
ings · in the following mini-courses:
Candlemaking, Pottery, Leather,
Stone Sculpture, Calligraphy, and
al~c~ . Printing: f\st r1ow --don'.t b.e
left out< ClassesaretaugliflntheSU· ...
Hobby Shop. Sign up now 1n the 1nfo
Booth.
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Carol Walker former owner
of Dakiers Flowers Inc.
Announces

"Good Time Rock and Roll"
Back By Popular Demand
Friday, October 23rd
"The Memphis Rock_abilly Band"

Balloons

Over
Bridgewater
personally delivered
Flowers for all occassions

1

Carol Daikers Flowers
63 Main St.
Bridgewater

Coming Soon
The Stompers

697~9498

The Lines

October Special
Carnations $7 .50 a dozen
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Saturday, October 31st
ANNUAL HALLOWEEN C',OSTUME
PARTY
Featuring
"The Rockets 88~ s·
Prizes and Surprises
No_One Admitted Without A Costume
Tickets will be on sale Friday, Oct 23rd

T r1:J

John Lincoln Wright and the Sourmash Revue
Rooffiful of Blues
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KISS

True COnfessions

ME

by Betsy Hanson

KATE

Nothing can tempt a movie-goer
more than a great acting combination. Robert De Niro and Robert
Duvall are two of the hottest actors
in Hollywood, and are big box-office
draws on their own. But, to combine
them in the same movie as lead
characters would make any movie,
no matter how awful, worth seeing.
"True Confessions", however, has
enough complexities of plot and
structure to allow both Duvall and
De Niro a wealth of material to
exploit. Therefore, the two actors
can only be icing on the cake. .
Duvall and De Niro play the Spellacy brothers; two Irish Catholic
men who have chosen their professions by their childhood characteristics. Tom (Duvall), the bad one, is a
hard nosed LA. homicide detective.
Desmond (DeNiro), the good boy
has become an ambitious priest who
is aiming at a .cardinal's post. The

film begins at the end of their lives Duvall's performance in "The Great
when Desmond is ready to die, and Santini" are absent without comTom has come to visit. Told in a promising toughness. As his first
flashback sequence, Tom reflects role after winning the Oscar for
back to the incident which cost Des- "Raging Bull", Robert De Niro adds
mond his position, and eventually another great performance to his
led him to become a parish priest in sizeable acheivements. Charles
a remote part of the desert. A grisly Durning, Burgess Meredith and
murder of a young prostitute has led Kenneth MacMillian are also worthy
Tom to a budding contractor {Cha- of praise as the supporting cast.
rles Durning) who has contributed
Director Ulie Grosbard has used
heavily to Desmond's archdiocese. the contrast of Desmond and Tom's
The trail Tom has taken uncovers a lives to form the backbone of hi
myriad of corruption hidden under direction. From the beauty of a
the vestments of the Catholic Catholic wedding ceremony to the
Church. Desmond and Tom clash sleaziness of a cheap whorehouse,
over the impending scandal, revert- Grosbard's visual images expertly
ing back to a sibling rivalry of their narrow the differences and similariyouth. The difference between Tom ties of the Spellacy brothers.
and Desmond blurs, eventully bringBased on John Gregory Dunne's
ing them closer together.
novel, "True Confessions" is rich
As the Spellacy brothers, Duvall with subtlties and should be seen by
and De Niro are a more harmonious anyone who considers thernself to a
pairing than one would imagine. The serious movie-goer.
histronics that marked Robert
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GET INVOLVED!

MAKE YOUR MARK AT BSC!
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Sports
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
by Jean Sosnoski
OnSeptember28th,thisyear'sIMTouchFootballTournamentgotoff
to a great start with Nick Molanari's team "Nads" playing Rick Kelly's
"Rou_gh Riders". Other teams include "The Clash" featuring football
greats Phil Buck and Themis Malamopoulos. And Joe Tomaso's
"Schmegma" with Al Ingles; and Rocco Zizza. So far, the "Rough Riders"
are maintaining a record of 4 wins 0 losses. The last two games of the
tournament are October 26 and 28 at 4:00 on the field behind the
apartments. So come down and support your favorite team!!
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INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL
by Jean Sosnoski
Last week marked the opening of this year's Intramural Volleyball
Season. There are several good teams vying for the title of "All Campus
Champs" so the tournament promises to be an exciting and competitive
one. In the co-ed league, Cindy MacDonald's "Staggerin Inn Again" is
looking good with a 2-0 win. "The Special Spikers", "Bad Connections"
and "The Crew" are also among the top teams. In the Women's league,
"The Heartbreakers" ,"Jolley Vikings" and "Unicorns" are on top. And in
the Men's league, John Benkis's "Banko's Bombers" and Rene Primeau's
"Sick Puppies" look like Stiff Competition. The next three games are
scheduled for October 26 at 8:30, October 27 at 7:30 and October 28 at
8.:30 in the Kelly Gymnasium. Come join the fun and excitem€nt and
watch for upcoming Intramural/Recreation events!

By Dusty Chapeau
The Bridgewater State Bears
football team completed two chapters in their book "How The West
was Won" last week by splitting a
couple of shoot-outs with Western
New England College and Western
Connecticut State. B.S.C. was
CHEER ON THE BEARS!!
gunned down by WNEC 10-7 but
Anyone interested in Basketball Cheerleading-come to the gym foyer
climbed back into the saddle and
Thursday,October 22 at 4:00 or Friday October 30 at 3:00.
blew away Western Conn 38-0.
;I
On Oct. 10 the Bears travelled to
the !11ilds of Springfield to take on
the· Golden Bears of WNEC. It
HOMECOMING ROAD RACE
proved to be a battle of the defenses
Don't forget! The 1981 Homecoming Road Race will be held on Sat~r
as the game remained tied until a
day, October 24 at 9:00 AM. The distance is3.4 miles and there is a$2.00
fourth quarter WNEC field goal proentry fee. Registration forms may be picked up from Candy Kendall at
vided the winning edge.
the Kelly_ Gymnasiu_m, ext 286. The race is open to all in the college
It was the deadly kicking of Westcommunity. Check m before 8:45 AM on the day of the race. Prizes will a~~~·-•••••••••• ern player Jeff Seamen, who repeatbe awarded; so pull your sneakers out of the closet and run down tb
\c
edly pinned the Bears in their own
register before Friday, Oct 23. Sponsered by the BAlRS. Check-in wilHbe
Q
end, that stalled BSC' s attack.
at th~ back door of the Catholic Center. ·
Kevin Cobban (i2passes128 yards)
connected with Ron MaCarthy (6
·catches, 75 yards) for the Bear
score. Halfback Rob Lee turned in a
t
fine performance, racking up 73
'-J
yards on 18 carries while catching
three passes.
The defense was led by the hard·
hitting play of Dennis Lopes, Tom
Conrad, Peter Lacey and John Holt.
Tim Millerick was also outstanding
as he intercepted a pass and was
involved in several tackles.
The defeat, Bridgewater's second
in a row> set the stage for chapter
two at the Westside story when the
Bears rode into Danbury Conneticut and destroyed the host Western
Conn_ State 38-0.
Larry Burnham booted three field
goals and Mark Bullockscampered
61 yards'for a: touchdown to pace
BSC. The Bears were in control all
the way as they destroyed the hapless colonials who are amidst their
own production of "Death· Valley
·Days". Western Conn. has dropped
theirlast three.contests by scores of
31-0, 35-0, and 38-0.
The defense led by a·pair of inter·
ceptions each by Tim Millerick and
"114tclc1'cc.ntl:Htf 10\lrl Present•
Mitc.h Degere, held Western Conn.
to just 160 yards total offense. John
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Holt, Hank Reed and Peter Lacey
were noted as standouts by defensive coach Tom Pileski.
Br~dgewater jumped out to a
quick lead in the first quarter when
tailback Rob Lee bolted 10 yards off
tackle for the bears first score.
Moments.·'·later tafry 'Burnham
kicked three of his twelve points
thru the uprights fo give BSC a 10-0
edge. Two more Burnham field
goals and a Kevin Cobban quarterback sneak upped the lead to 20-0 at
the half.
In the second half flanker Danny
Drew (3 catches) hauled in his first
career touchdown from four yards
out on a bullet from second string
QB Jim Ryan. And with time running out in the final period speedy
halfback Mark Bullock took a Ryan
handoff and raced 6i yards to
paydirt.
The win upped the Bears record to
2-2 as they prepare to face Curry in
the big homecoming ga:me this weekend at B.S.C_
Coach Peter Mazzaferro sighted
that the Bears must keep up their
momentum in order to go over 'the
.soo mark this week. "We have to be
·up for this one," remarked the Bears
mentor, "we hope for a big homecoming crowd and· good weather to
help us beat Curry."
Game time is 1:30 at Swenson
Field.

On The R'oads Again
by. Neil Bunick
The fall weather is most appropo
for running in this area. The climate
is usually neither too cold nor too
warm for most runners. In addition
to the climate the foliage, is at its
peak, only to the visuajple?sure of
the sweaty runner passing each tree
at an average of 6-12 miles an hour.
If you have not started running yet
this is the time of the year to begin,
before it gets too cold, which may
discourage one's novice attempts.
Thoughts While Running:
Maybe this week I should call it
"Thoughts While Not Running!" It
seems that 1have succumbed to the
glittering pleasures of life lately. Laziness has set in resulting in just' one
and three days of running the past
two weeks. True, I have been quite
busy, however my running-which
was a routine for me practicaUy ,
day of each month, has
suffered.
·

... -every".'

A week like this past one makes
ize that my plans to run a late
me wonder· how a man like Great
November marathon down the
Britain's Ron Hill could run everyCape will probably be scratched
day for nearly ten years. Surely Hill's
because of my recent laziness. This
feat is a miraculous one. Still there
pattern must change (boy doesn't
are hundreds and thousands of peothat sound convincing?). The very
pie (mainly from the south shore)
fact that J have admitted that.I have
who run every day and do not let a
had more thoughts this week while
busy day stop them from running.
not running than while running may
On the other hand busy days have
help my case to light a fire under the
been my excuse for not running
seat of my pants.
much lately. What can I do (or on,
Yes, these are some of the
that matter,anyone do) to prohibit
thoughts which commonly disturb
this bit of inconsistency from runthe runner suffering from lack of
"ning what was once a weekly total of
running everyday. The guilt is pres60-70. miles a week for so long?
·ent as are the "l wish I ran todays."
What 1need is a" shot in the arm"'.Even sleeping at night becomes
or should I say a" shot in the legs", to
more· difficult. Thir;? writer hopes he
will have seven days of running to
motivate me to run everyday again.
Maybe the answer rests in reading
choose from for next week's
books or magazines available in the
"Thoughts While Rum:iing.",
now successful running sales
I hope many .of you·wm be at the
marketer watching.one of the sevHomecoming Road Race on
era! road races held in the area.
.
October 24th. Until next time I will
A helpful atthude may be fo real· .y·:..; se~''06u "On the Roads Again."
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by Neil Bunick
The men's and women's cross
country teams have been compet·
ing in some interesting invitational
meets recently. Debbie Mueller has
been more than a credit to her team.
In a twenty team invitational meet at
Holy Cross (including the likes of
M.I.T., UConn, SMU and Army)
Mueller took home first place. She
completed the 3.1-mile course in
17:19, just thirteen seconds off the
record. On Columbus Day, Mueller
finished an impressive 23rd in the
annual Bonne Bell Road Race which
is a national championship for
women. Her running accomplishments have inspired her coach Ed
Lussier to laud the coveted talent as
"a legitimate All-American
candidate."
Mueller's teammates did well in
junior varsity competition at Holy
Cross. Gerry Bryant was runnerup, Kathy Duffy finished 8th and
Carol Jackson came in 13th.. The
women's team will travel to Keene
State College for the New England's
on October 31. A qualifying meeting
for the Nationals (the IAWs) will be
held on November 7th at Holy
Cross.

Coach Lussier had anything but a
team at the beginning of the men's
cross country season. The dual season is over with the men now competing in invitational meets. The
cross-country coach is somewhat
relieved that things have improved.
"We have a full team now which is
good; our top runner is Brian
Buller," explains Lussier.
Other runners on the team
include Chris Collins, Kevin Whalen
(running quite well especially for his
size says his coach), and Mike Miner
(originally from Buffalo and a former
member of the 1980 Olympic
Speedskating Team now training for
this year's National Speedskating
team.) Dave Rapoza (whom the
coach describes as an outstanding
half,miler for the track team) and
Rick Caissie (a top sprinter) also run
for the Bears.
Lussier, also the track coach,
claims that most of the men are utilizing the fall sport to prepare for
spring track. The cross country
team's next competition is an invitational meet at Babson College, followed by the New England Division
III Championships coming up in two
weeks.
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Varsity Swimming I
.
Spec i a I to
Coi:nment: .

t he

Cam Pus

.a.k,a. the Mens. Var~1ty Swim
active this fall, havmg played four games to date.
Although they sport an 0-4 record,
they continue to improve, and show
the enthusiasm of an undefeated
team.
They have played teams from the
U.~. C<;>ast Guard A~ademy, the
University of Rhode Island, Boston
University, and Boston College.
Game scores were BSC 4-Coast
·Guard 17, BS<? 5-URI 25, BSC. 4B.U; .11. and m one of the. mo~t
exc1tmg games ever played m this .
sport by BSC, the Bears lost a heartbr~aker ~o Boston College 15-12 last
. Friday night at Kelly Pool.

· ! earn, has bee

Players and Landscapers
by Susan Hanlon
· "W~'re a bunch of guys who just want to play baseball more than
anything else, but a good team needs a good field to practice on[" These
words were spoken by the Bears' Co-Captain, Senior Steve Ferroli.
Words which were greatly to affect the team of '82.
At the beginning of each school year, prospects for the spring's
baseball team gather together for a little "fall ball." They play some
non-league sc:rimmages against local colleges to check out the year's
talent .. ~ow,. m regular season the Bears home field is the Legion Field.
But this field isn t open in the fall so the Bears had to look elsewhere for a
good place to practice. Logically the most convenient field was th~ one
locat~d right here on campus, but that field was in pretty tough shape."
Homble ... unplayable .. .like a Vietnam battlefield" was Ferroli's description of it! The terrain was uneven and rocky, and a colony of weeds had
set up house on the basepaths. Even the decrepit backstop was unusable. (It had more holes in it than a chunk of Swiss cheese!) "No way
co\lld you pl~y a game on it," Ferroli recalled, HCome to think of it; I don't
beheve a Bridgewater team has played on it in three years."
Somebody had to do something about it, so after a bit of deliberation
the team gathered .together t? d,? it for themselves. They set out to give
the shell-shocked field a facelift. We .swallowed our pride put away our
bats and gloves, and picked up the rakes and shovels." '
. ~t took two weeks of hard work (done in between classes) to dig up the
tnheld, "?eweed" and "derock" it, and get a good backstop. The entire
team umted t~gether for the backbreaking work; each one doing his part
to make the field playable.
. Non·t~am r:iemb~rs, watching the boys hard at work, took a keen
interest m thetr proiect. Dr. Komeau, for example, obtained for them a
portable bac~stop which was greatly appreciated! And Joe Perry, in
char~e of maintenance on campus, did everything possible to help them
out'. He really came to our rescue, offering advice and supplying us with
eqmpment. He even got us a truck!" exlaimed Ferroli, "He's an Anun:'ber one guy and the whole team is gratefully indebted to him."
Finally, the field was finished and a tired but elated team stepped back
to admire their work. "We did it!" laughed Ferroli with a shake of his
hea?. "We had a goal to make that field playable. We tore it apart and
put 1t back to?~t?er again even better than before!. Hey, we even got to
play four exh1b1t1on games on it. It was great! It really brought about a
sense ?f team unity, working together for a common goal."
Their fall season is now finished and in the team's eyes it was quite a
s~ccess. They'll have great pitch~ng, good defense, and some excellent
~1tters, and what helped them to become a really tight team was that they
f1m~lly have a GOOD FIELD to practice on. We all wish thema terrific
sprmg season--all the way to the CONFERENCE!!
1

~
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Sophmore Mike Piazza of Dedham leads all BSC scorers with 7
goals to date, followed by Bob

···-··-·-·.--r~~~.~·--W~~er ~tg~Rr:rr:Il'ea:µ,,I'!: ?';<'.,, :•'f~m~rQ~~r.v~th,J~,, .f$ob'..$.5a9le~Ded.

Bridgewater's Baseball Team:

ft

ham) 4, Ken Doyon2, George Cummin gs 2, and Capt. Paul Larson, Jim
~t.,·
Regan, Tom· Cameron, and Ken
Bernard have notched one goal
apiece.
Rounding out the squad are
George Nigro, upperclassmen
Butch Buck, and Steve Quimby.
Freshmen include Bill Crampton,
Carl Dietz Jim Herbert Rick Porcari, Butch Pyne, Brian O'Neill, and
Dave Riley.
~
"We've had a great turnout for
water polo, which is a fun way of
training for pre-season, and I am
really optimistic about our upcoming swim season," according to BSC ~._l
coach Joe Yeskewicz.
· ··· ·
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Women's Field Hockey
by Nina Roberts
GIME A HO GANG!
A road trip to UMass 'began the
weekend for· the Women's. Field
Hockey team. On Saturday, Oct. 10
these players were up early in the
morning psyching themselves up as
they travelled across the state. The
outcome wasn't as expected. BSC
just couldn't get it together;one ·of
those day's ya know?! Varsity was
defeated by a score. of two hat tricks·
plus one ... to zero. Junior varsity
came through for the team and beat
UMass 1-0. The goal was scored by
Soph. Stacey Leighton.
· On Monday, Oct. 12 BSC met
with Springfield College on .our
home field. Thiswas it! No stopping
'em now!! They were prepared to
give it their all and that they did. A
tough battle it was and because
every player gave 200% BSC came
out on top defeating Springfield l ~6.
The, goal was scored during the
first half of the game by Freshman
Denise Davis. This was the first time
iri four years that the women's varsity , field hockey team, has ever
beaten Springfield . Coll~ge!
''They've got a .lot of class'.', said

Senior Annette Lopes, Nthey lose as
well as they win."
You had to be there to ·see these
players fight in order to feel the
· excitement. The fans were going
wild!. Whistling and yelling, psyching
the team up and supporting them all
the way. The players fought long
and hard to win--They never let up
and that's what counted.
The physical workout and level of
skill executed was tremendous- ·
...They dove to. the ground many
times with their sticks on the ball
and fire in their eyes. Their determination· was unbelievable!!
Junior Varsity lost by a disappointing 1-0 score but they played
. just as hard.
The next few home games include
Westfield (Oct. 22), Southeastern
Mass. U. (Oct. 27) and Bentley College (Oct. 29)-C'mon over to the
field and check'em· out! Also, con· ·
gratulations goes .out to them for
qualifying for the s.tate tournament.
P.S. Thanks to all the moms and
dads· who attended Parents' Day
and made the. Springfield College
game .even more memorable for the
players.

BSC BASEBALL T.EAM: .1st row, kneeU~ .<L TO .R) WiUiam .~impsoa 1
Marc Pelletier, John Hoey, Jeff May, T~ny Barrose~DavidCogliandro;.
Paul Uva, Arnold Petresky, Jim Robidaux: 2nd row(l To R) Head Coach
· Fred Brown, Dennis Berube, Mike Bartuum, Rick Penny, Sill Drew,CaP:
tain, Steven Ferralli, Domingo Armado, Scott Hatc"h:; Steven Ogeden,
Hatch, Panny, Jeff Sn:iith,,Trainer, Janet Kcmn~dy, Dpnny A1,1Coin.Miss·
ing: Dave Mountain; Trace:Y."·Whitcom, ~ilf Modestin~ Niles Berrir. Pap.1
Padulla, Warren.
: ;,~'
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN ·
ATTENDING GRADUATE SCHOOL?
Whatever your goal, matriculation, career ad:.
vancement, or personal enrichment, the. Forum
will allow you to discuss oh an individual basis
admissiop requirements, pro~edures, costs, finan:
cial aid, job markets; objectives, etc ... with admissions representatives from many graduate schools
offering a variety of programs~

·.Take Advantage, Of This No Fee
Opportunity & Attend The GraduateAnd
ProfessionalSchool For-um
AT
HOSTON, MASS.-COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL
OCTOBER 26, 1981 10arn-3pm & 6p~-9pm
Sponsored h~:

CAREER COUNCIL
GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL FORUMS
1414 Avenue ·Of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

212--355-4914
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You Can Kiss

Comment Scoreboard

Saturdays Goodbye

BSC TEAM RECORDS
Field Hockey
Soccer
Men's Tennis
Rugby Club
Football
Volleyball
Waterpolo Club
Women's Tennis

Group leaders: first row: Diane Persuitte, Michelle Laham, Diane Gilroy,
Charlie Mendez. 2nd row: Susan Crotch, Jeanne Margher, Michael Per·
sia, Eilleen Busby. Dr. Joe Huber. Missing: Ricky Agostinelli.

by Reneta McFarland
~t 6:45 a.m., 87 alarm clocks will sound off, 87 hands ;each out from
amidst the blankets and grope for the alarm clocks. Some will be shut off
or reset to 7:00 a.m .. But by 7:30 a.m., the5e zealous students ofB.S.C.
are rolling out of bed on Saturday morning fo meet their spec;ial friend at
the Children's Physical Development Clinic (C.P.D.C.). The Saturday
r:norning begins with the unlocking of the gym doors, turning on of the
lights, and· setting up of the gym equipment. After the equipment is in
'place and secured, a slow stampede is made to the table filled with coffee
and doughnuts with the hopes that it will provide the needed energy to
last. t~e mor~ing. By 9:15 the silent, deserted· gym lobby is filling with
ant1c~pate~ g1ggl:s a~~ 7.queals of excitement from the children upon
meeting with their clm1c1an--who plays the role of a friend, ·companion,
and teach,.arfor the next two hours.
- .
Dr. Joe Huber is the director tlie clinic. He is a member of the Physical
Education faculty and has been actively involved with the programs for
children and youth with special needs for the past 16 years, the last 9 of
which have been at B.S.C.
'
Q. Dr. Huber, how long has this Clinic been in operation? And what
service does this program offer?
A. The Clinic was started in the spring of 1974. Over the years, the
pr~mJ)~ rce.ceived~e~tionfrom parents, group~. members ofthe

5-3-3
6-5· 1
4-3
2-1
2-2
2-3
0·4
0-4

SPORTS/

RESULTS OF GAMES PLAYED:

UPCOMING GAMES

(Women's Sports Mostly Unavailable)
Oct. 6: Men's Tennis 6, Worcester State 3
Oct. 10: Football 7, Western N.E. 10
Oct. 10 Field Hockey 0, UMass 7
Oct. 12: Soccer 4, Nichols 3
Oct. 12: Field Hockey 1, Springfield 0
Oct. 14: Soccer 1, Fitchburg State 1 (2 OT'S)
Oct. 16: Waterpolo 13, Boston U. 15
Oct. 17: Football 38, Western Conn. 0
Oct. 17: Rugby Club 17, Providence Club 9
Oct. 19: Soccer 3, Framingham State 0

Oct. 20: Field hockey at Plymouth State
Oct. 20: Volleyball at StonehilVMerrimack
Oct. 22: Women's Tennis Wellesley
Oct. 22: Field hockey Westfield
Oct. 23: Soccer at Westfield Stz.re
Oct. 24: Football Curry
Oct. 24: Rugby Club, Quincy Rugby Club
Oct. 24: Volleyball at Gordon/ Assumption
Oct 27: held hockey at SMU
Oct. 27: Volleyball at New Hampshire College/St. Anselms
Oct. 27: Women's Tennis Babson
Oct. 27: Soccer at Stonehill

W-A-N-T-E-D
Two students to serve as "SPORT SUPERVISORS" for the upcoming
men's, women's, and coed intramural volleyball tournament, beginning
the week of October 5th and running for approximately 9 weeks.
Responsibilities include: being "on duty" in the gymnasium during
scheduled contests, equipment handling, scheduling officials, and serving as a liason between the IM/REC Coordinator and the tournament
participants.
.
If inter'?sted, please contact Candy Kendall, 108 Kelly Gymnasium,
Z-286.
THIS IS A PAID POSITION!!!

Road Race:
_See Page 10
'::J atu rd Clj oc iobe r 21- 9 :00

medical, educational and psychological fields. Currently the program is
the only one of its kind in New England. ·The C.P.D.C. is a unique
J
community service program offered by the Health, Physical Education
and Recreatidn Department at Bridgewater State College. The Clinic is
for <:hildren and youth of 18 months through 21 years of age with
physical, mental and social disabilities.
Q. What is the main focus of this program? and why?
A The focus of this program is ta improve the Htotal fitness" for living of
67 ~p~cial needs children through carefully planned and individually
designed developmental activities. The Clinic was organized to pmduce
an environment that not only enhances the physical and motor development of each child but also stressed the emotional and social aspectl'! of
each child's personality.
The second half B.S.C. had prob~ score at halftime, 10-0.
Q. Where is fhis Clinic held?
The Bridgewater State Rugby
A.The Clinic is held in the Kelly Gym on the campus ofB.S.C. It utilizes Club came out on top of both the !ems with their scrummages and
Again in the second half 8.S.C.
the Olympic size swimming pool, 3 s!Jmnasiums, an early childhood ,uA" and "B" games 17·4 and 10·6 line-outs which saw P.C. with the had line out pro.blems, but great def.
intervention center, a physical fitness training room and outdoor facili- respectively, against the Providence ball. Excellent . defensive play by ensive play from Mubanda and hus·
Steve Walsh and Kevin Richardson tlingShanin Cahill kept P.C. deep in
tiesfor its program.
CDllt!ge Rugby teams.
Q; How often is the Clinic offered, and how long does the program
B,t~ve Gordon got things started stopped P.C. on the doorstep. their territory. Later in the half P.C.
run?
in the: .:A" game with a bulldogging Some late rallying by B.S.C. set up a had their chances; but, hard hitting
A. The Clinic is offered during the spring and fall. Each term runs for an run from 20 yards out. Smooth pass· penalty kick for three more ending from all kept P.C. to one score and
.
eight-week session; sessions a~e held on Saturdays from 7:30 to 12:00 ing and tough running seemed to the game at 17-9.
points after. The score ended 10-6
The "B" gameforB.S.C. was a nip BRIDGEWATER! The tough P.C.
noon.
.
give BSC. the advantage in the first
Q. Who helps you run the Clinic and what roles do they play?
. half. :Billy ~acques and Tim Murphy and tuck event. Wayne Carmicheal teams had hot been defeated as
A. The clinic is run by nine administrative assistants caHed group leaders. sttd in· fqr BSC giving them a 12-0 scored the first "try" for B.S.C. set B.S.C. anticipated. Next week
Each group leader is assigned a sr.oup of dinicians comprised of under- · lead. (Mike Bishop toed in 2 more to up by smooth passing from George B.S.C. host the experienced Quincy
graduate and graduate students chosen from the many and varied fields make it 14-0.) PC got on the board Mitsiaris, Rick Otto, and Alfred Rugby Club. This should prove to
ofstudy .a~B:S.C. These motivated individuals show both an eagerness just before the end of the half to set Mubanda. Another· score from be a bloody good time. Also Mitch
Mark and a toe in from Alfred set the still can't drive.
and a willingness ~o learn. and accept an educational challenge to moti- the score at 14-4.
v~t~ ~nd teach children with varying disabilities. Each group leader aids
~hmc1ar:s through training sessions, providing special reading material,
~····················
,.~····· ···············~··:.:·················A
filJ?:s, shdes, gu~st lectures and individual help sessions. The clinician ~ ...;:••;:.,:..••~••:.i!..!'-.,!f...9..,;:.,;:••!!!..:....:;:.,9,.,::J.••~..~••;:.,~••~..;:.,!J!..~••;:.,:J.••~••:;:••~..:v..,!f.••~••;:..Y.
~ ~
utilizes the provided information to develop an individual program which
addresses the specific areas of coucern seeks to remediate the child's
~
deficiencies and meet his or her needs., ,
\x;
Q. What type of children do you enco~nter in the Clinic? And what do -~~
you hope to instill in these children?
·
.
A. Iry · order to· ensure a balanced• population of children with special
?eeds, an equal nui:nbe,r ofthese children are selected from physically,
~~
mtellectually, neurolog1cally, and emotionally disabled groups. The ~~
Clinic. uses ~~e. approac~ of "fu~" and selected developmental, sport and
aquatic. ~ct1v1ties associated with each child's educational objectives.
The ~lime str~sses the impor~a~ce of self-esteem by strengthening the
emot1onal s~1al aspect of a.child s personality. In the end, we hope that
~
they have gamed through this experience and that their lives at home and
at school are more enriched.
Q. How doe the parents benefit from this program?
A. The ~arents are offered counseling seminars, which provide the ~~
~~
opportu~ity to learn more about the educational problems of special·
needs chtldr.e~ and of the need for developmental motor activities in the
overall educational plan for their children.
Q: If someon~ is interested in sharing their Safurday mornings with a
special 1:1~eds child, h?w ~an one obtain some information of the Clinic?, ~
'
.
.
A. lnq.u~nes and appl1cat1ons for the clinic program c·an be obtained by,
~ontacting Dr. Joe.Huber, Monday throug]J Friday, 8:00 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
.
'
.
~ ~
m the Ke11y. Gym, or by calling 697-8321,,eX't. 287 or 275. Applications
~an be 9l:Jt~!~e4 from the main office in the Kelly-Gym'. Those interested
m the January 'term applications are no\A.• b~ing accepttcL"" ',,. ·,.. "· ·
t
:r.u:r.••!t:t•~•t:J!~~·!'l!w!l!tt!'l!••a ·••:l:tt!l!tt!rM:'l!t•~o!'eu~n.•.n. ·"~ ..........o:P.u!'!••""· ...:;:-..•.••

BSC Rugby Tops Two
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At The Bookstore
.

..

·w
~u~

~"~
~u~

October Specials
~i
Buy a Rubick's Cube for $3.99 and ~!~~
~ purchase the solution guide booklet /or t!
~u! only .99 (reg. $1.95)
~u~
w
~11~ Stop in· and· see our trade book selections ~n~
~H~ on art, trave,
I ·b estseIIers, e!'t.c.
§1.
31
M See our 1982 Calender Display "Buck a t~J
Book Table"
M
.W
. · 20% off New England Country, Inns . ~

a

.

.
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